The Industrial Safety Company

Knowing
what matters

If you think adventure is dangerous,
try routine. It‘s lethal.
Paulo Coelho

THE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY COMPANY

The experts at your side
THE BEST
CONDITIONS
FOR WORKING
SAFELY
Intensive, professional
advice and support
F lexibility to create
individualised trainings
Fixed pool of experienced
trainers, inspectors and
consultants
Authentic training
conditions on the Baltic
coast

ISC is a growing international safety company in the Baltic Sea region. We
have made it our goal to support those working in hazardous environments
so that they can work as safely as possible. Our experienced team is able to
professionally advise on work safety, check protective equipment, assemble
in unconventional locations and train personnel to competence. We know
what really matters in terms of safety.
To achieve great things
Whether in the office, up high on a wind turbine or out at sea on an oil rig, we
know what you need to be aware of. We can safely navigate you through the
legal requirements, check and monitor your technical equipment and support
you with relevant trainings.

FROM PRACTICE, FOR PRACTICE

Three brands
under one roof

COMBINED
COMPETENCE
IN THREE FIELDS
STAR TRAININGS

KEEPING SAFETY IN FOCUS

Authentic.
Experienced.
Passionate.
SAFETY EXPERTS
FOR THE SAFETY
OF YOUR EMPLOYEES

Competent.
Flexible.
On the ground.
The combination of knowledge and

Since 2014, the ISC team has been made

practical experience is what our clients

up of a fixed pool of employees and we

can profit from the most. What began

have become well-known throughout

in 2008 as an assembly company for

Europe. This way, our trainers are able to

industrial and military contracts has

gain invaluable practical and consulting

grown into a successful brand to include

experience and are also able to respect

trainings and consulting.

the position of our course participants.

INDUSTRY ASSEMBLY
CONTRACTS FOR SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS

Professional.
Punctual.
Reliable.

STAR TRAININGS
Real consulting.
Real character. Real life.
More than standard

Suitable solutions

Which trainings do I or my employees

We check your safety requirements

actually need? Which legal requirements

and develop tailor-made concepts with

do I need to be aware of? How do I book

which you are sure to be on the safe

trainings and get myself or my employees

side. In addition to existing rescue and

back to work? When time is of the

evacuation procedures, we can carry out

essence there’s no need to worry about

relevant and useful on-site trainings or

these sometimes tricky issues – we

individually designed trainings, where

can assist you throughout the whole

needed.

process and leave the final important
decisions up to you.

STAR TRAININGS
Making the
workplace safer
Keeping
safety in focus
The best conditions

Knowing what‘s important

Our trainings are carried out under

Our instructors work professionally and

realistic conditions in the harbour in

authentically. They deliver important

Rostock. Innovative equipment from

and intensive trainings enabling the

renowned manufacturers, modern

participants to continue safely through

training classrooms fitted out with the

their working life. It is true that everything

latest technology, and a friendly vibe

learnt with enthusiasm and in a pleasant

ensure a pleasant and motivating learning

atmosphere is kept longer in mind. Because

in the knowledge that when it really counts,

atmosphere. Our mobile equipment also

STAR trainings are booked by participants

they can make the right decisions to keep

allows us to carry out parts of our STAR

from all over the world, the coaching team

training at your location.

is also internationally staffed.

themselves safe.

I want our participants to go home feeling safe

Marcel Schuldt | Senior Trainer and Coordinator

For the safety of your
employees

When I check our customers‘ equipment and
material, then always with 100% accuracy.
After all, human lives depend on it.
Michael Pett | Trainer and Safety Expert

SAFETY EXPERTS
Broad expertise and
a wealth of experience
A partner you can rely on

Keeping up to date

Technical possibilities, local conditions

We reliably check the equipment you use

and legal requirements change very

when working at high locations, as well

quickly. Those who are responsible for

as the safety of fixed ladder systems

employees in particularly dangerous

leading up to those high-altitude work-

situations, should keep up to date

places. Do you require comprehensive

with such changes and seek advice

advice on appropriate equipment and

accordingly. If you are looking for safety

suitable safety concepts? Then profit

experts who will keep you up to date, you

from our broad expertise, our experience,

have an excellent partner in us.

and our direct cooperation with research
teams and relevant manufacturers.

INDUSTRY ASSEMBLY
Professional
special assembly
Reliable and to the point

Well-known customers worldwide

Assembly is not always assembly.

Whether energy supply, oil and gas

There are jobs with particularly high

production, space travel, maritime

safety demands - for example, where

economy or military and defense

no regular access by crane or lifting

technology: numerous well-known and

platform is possible. Whether high-

internationally active companies trust in

altitude assemblies or offshore jobs, the

our diverse range of services. We work

far-reaching additional qualifications of

according to internationally recognized

in locations that nobody else can reach.

our team allow us to professionally and

standards.

And we do our utmost to find suitable

reliably fulfill your requirements where
others may not be able to.

We carry out installations and maintenance

solutions for every individual situation.
Karys Adjei | Team Lead and Coordinator

ISC ON THE BALTIC COAST

Out into the world

Maritime tradition
The traditional Hanseatic city has always
benefited from its prime location on
the Baltic coast and even to this day,
maritime knowledge and skill centres are
concentrated here. In maintaining a close
connection between science, research
and industry, we are moving forward with
innovative flagship projects such as the
upcoming Ocean Technology Campus. By
boat, plane, rail and road, Rostock can be
reached quickly and easily making it an
ideal training location.

Lively student city
After a day of training, stroll through
the historic old town, enjoy a fresh
fish sandwich in the old harbour of
Warnemünde, soak up the lively bars
of the city, or simply enjoy a nightcap on
the floating hotel: if you are looking to
unwind after a day of training, Rostock
definitely has something for everyone.

Improving
occupational
safety worldwide
Volker H. Seibert
COMPANY FOUNDER, CEO AND AUTHOR

COMMITMENT TO A SAFER WORLD

With good intentions
Doing good

Helping with what we do best

When it comes to promoting workplace

Making the world of work a little safer

safety and training personnel in the

every day. We support internationally

wind industry, ISC is at the forefront. We

recognized NGO’s with our trainings and

organise the annual Rostock Offshore

are proud to present the field of first aid

Symposium, which is a firmly established

at various events around the world. In

international congress of the wind industry.

our company promoting the importance

In addition, the company participates in the

of renewable energies and paperless

development of international standards

working, among other things, are crucial.

and is a member of various committees
supporting the research and science of
occupational safety.

Being an internationally recognized professional and by sharing his extensive
knowledge, Volker H. Seibert continues to develop his basic teaching materials and
books and thus leads the way for the industry. The ISC managing director is not
only an occupational safety specialist, but also a learned communication scientist
who has many years of experience working in assembly. He is a member of various
national and international industry associations and institutions, and gives lectures
on safety in the workplace.
SEA SURV IVA L H A NDB OOK by Volker Heinrich Seibert

Free for all participants of ISC trainings
Order online at www.libro-salutem.de

Motivated, professional
and passionate –
We know what is
important!

JOBS AT THE INTERNATIONAL SAFETY COMPANY

Making the world safer!
Our trainers, consultants, designers and examiners have only one goal in
mind: maintaining the highest level of safety for employees in hazardous
industries. Do you enjoy working with people from all over the world? Do
you want to develop your skills? Do you want to be part of an appreciative
and open team and enjoy great working conditions? Working with us at ISC
can offer you new challenges on a daily basis, a diverse range of tasks and
working locations, flat hierarchies and the knowledge that your work is
valued.

CONTACT US
ISC Training & Assembly GmbH
Alter Hafen Süd 334
18069 Rostock, Germany

Phone: +49 381 202689-00
E-mail: info@isc-ta.com
www.isc-ta.com

We only feel safe when we‘re certain
that we‘re not alone.
Émile Durkheim
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